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Mitaka Yoneda
Introduction
Designing a course plan is an important part of educational activity, and it is crucial 
for such a plan to be designed in a way that achieves the goals of the course. The 
purpose of this paper is to present some principles for the design of a course plan, 
applying the language curriculum design model presented by Paul Nation and John 
Macalister （e.g., 2010）, through the provision of one example, in a form of a two-day 
lesson plan created for a real teaching situation. Nation and Macalister are professors 
and curriculum design specialists at Victoria University in Wellington, New Zealand. 
The language curriculum design model is intended to make curriculum design easier 
for English language teachers and for curriculum planners. It sets out the elements that 
should be present in a well-balanced, effective language course. First, definitions are 
presented of curriculum, syllabus, course plan, and lesson plan; then, the curriculum 
design model used here is explained, and finally a prospective course design for an 
authentic university-level English language class will be presented.
Curriculum, Syllabus, Course Plan, and Lesson Plan
Curriculum is sometimes confused with syllabus. Kerr （1968） defines curriculum as 
“all the learning which is planned and guided by the school, whether it is carried on in 
groups or individually” （p. 16）. In this sense, curriculum is best regarded as a wider 
concept inclusive of syllabus. Nunan （1988） says that “‘curriculum＇ is concerned with 
the planning, implementation, evaluation, management, and administration of 
education programmes,” while “‘syllabus＇ focuses more narrowly on the selection and 
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grading of content” （p. 8）. Similarly, Richards （2001） states that “syllabus design is 
one aspect of curriculum development but is not identical with it ［...］ curriculum 
development is a more comprehensive process than syllabus design” （p. 2）.
Allen （as cited in Nunan, 2000） states that “curriculum is a very general concept 
which involves consideration of the whole complex of philosophical, social and 
administrative factors which contributes to the planning of an educational program”
（p.6）. Syllabus, in contrast, “is a more detailed and operational statement of teaching 
and learning elements which translates the philosophy of the curriculum into ［...］ 



















Figure 1.  A model of the parts of the curriculum design process （Nation & Macalister, 
2010, p.  3）.
Therefore, curriculum involves academic planning on the school-wide level, 
whereas syllabi relate to the details of teaching implementation. Course plans, 
sometimes referred to as teaching plans, guide teachers during the semester.  Plans may 
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include details such as actual activities and tasks that the teacher will use in class, as 
well as the purpose, goals and intentions for classroom content.  Finally, lesson plans 
are plans for each given unit and/or class.
Nation and Macalister （2010）, in their language curriculum design model （seen in 
Figure 1）, explain that both the outer circles and the inner circle in the figure comprise 
the curriculum, whereas the syllabus is represented by the inner circle only. This 
explanation shows that Nation and Macalister share some common ground with the 
above explanations. However, their model applies not to school-wide curriculum or to 
syllabus per se, but to individual course design. In order to avoid confusion, I therefore 
adopt the term course plan in this paper to describe my own approach.
The Language Curriculum Design Model
Curriculum design is “largely a ‘how-to-do-it＇ activity” （Nation & Macalister, 2010, 
Preface）. It “involves the integration of knowledge from many of the areas in the field 
of Applied Linguistics, such as language acquisition research, teaching methodology, 
assessment, language description and materials production” （Nation & Macalister, 
2010, xv）, and seeks, in the terminology of the field of curriculum development, to 
“improve the quality of language teaching through the use of systematic planning, 
development, and review practices in all aspects of a language program” （Richards, 
2001, xi）. As alluded to above, Nation and Macalister （2010） present a curriculum 
design model （Figure 1） consisting of three outside circles and a subdivided inner 
circle （p. 3）.
The largest outer circle shows evaluation and has the setting of clear goals as its 
center （Nation & Macalister, 2001）. The outer circles in the evaluation circle—
environment, needs, and principles—are considered in respective sub-processes: 
environment analysis, needs analysis, and the application of principles in the process 
of curriculum design （Nation & Macalister, 2010）. In language curriculum design, 
“decisions based on environmental analysis, needs analysis, and familiarity with 
principles of good teaching determine what happens in the classroom” （Macalister, 
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2012）. These decisions lead teachers to “determine what to teach, how to teach it, and 
how we will know if learning is happening” （Macalister, 2012）. In this paper, 
employing environment, needs, and principles which “involve practical and theoretical 
considerations that will have a major effect in guiding the actual process of course 
production” （Nation & Macalister, 2010, p. 1）, I will design a course plan for an EFL 
class.
The three circles can be explained in more detail as follows. Environmental analysis 
is also called “situation analysis” （Richards, 2001）. It considers teachers, learners, and 
the situation in which the course will be used （Nation & Macalister, 2010, p. 14; 
Figure 2）. Environmental analysis provides the knowledge base upon which to 
establish the most fundamental aspects of the course, such as what to teach, how to 
teach it, and how to assess it.
Figure 2.  Factors in environment analysis （Nation & Macalister, 2010, p. 14）.
Learners Teachers
Situation
Needs analysis, for its part, considers three types of need: necessities, lacks, and 
wants （Nation & Macalister, 2010, p. 24; Figure 3）. That is, it discovers what learners 
have learned, what they want to learn, and what needs to be learned （Nation & 
Macalister, 2010）.
With regard to the third factor, the principles of curriculum design are also divided 
into three categories: content and sequencing, format and preparation, and monitoring 
and assessment （Nation & Macalister, 2010, p. 40; Figure 4）. In all, in Nation and 
Macalister＇s perspective, there are twenty principles, of which eight are under the 
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category of content and sequencing, 10 under format and presentation, and two under 
monitoring and assessment. From the perspective of course design, one principle in the 
format and preparation category in particular, called “four strands” （Nation & 
Macalister, 2010, p. 39） states that a course should balance meaning-focused input 
（MFI; learning through listening and reading）, language-focused learning （LFL; 
learning through speaking and writing）, meaning-focused output （MFO; learning 
through deliberate attention to language features）, and fluency development （FD; 
learning through working with known material across the four skills at a higher than 
usual level of performance） （Nation, 2003, p. 1）.  The course plan presented in this 
paper is for a class called “Basic English Business Communication”; these four strands 
will be particularly considered in the process of designing the course plan.









Figure 3.  Three types of need （Nation & Macalister, 2010, p. 24）.
Lacks Wants
Necessities
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With these concepts in mind, I will elaborate my model with reference to a single 
unit from a classroom textbook and to the business English teaching situation 
mentioned above.
Adaptation of the Language Curriculum Design Model
In this section, I will present the creation process of one two-day lesson plan, 
applying the language curriculum design model with a particular focus on the above-
mentioned points. I will begin by describing my needs analysis; then, I will explain my 
current teaching and learning situation using an environmental analysis. I will then 
share the details of my current class; and finally, I will describe my adaptation of the 
course textbook to better suit my teaching environment.
Environment Analysis
The situation. English language education at my university is conducted as follows: 
English for general purposes （EGP） courses are provided for first- and second-year 
students and English for special purposes （ESP） and English for academic purposes 
（EAP） courses for third- and fourth-year students. Beginning in their third year, 
students choose a focus from one of three options: English Literature, English 
Linguistics, or English Business Communication. The students in the present study 
were drawn from the English Business Communication stream. The course they were 
enrolled in this paper is called “Basic English Business Communication.”
The class is 90 minutes long and occurs once a week, 15 times a semester. The 
course book is Meetings: Delta business communication skills （King, 2010）. The class 
is quite large in size, consisting of 52 students. The classroom environment is 
somewhat physically constraining; fixed desks and chairs can accommodate 80 
students maximum, so the classroom is rather crowded and lacks sufficient space for 
students to move around much for any sort of activity or group work.
The learners. The goal of this course is to enable the students to attend and lead a 
meeting in a business situation. In most Japanese universities, first- and second-year 
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students receive courses in more general liberal arts and more specialized education 
starts with third-year students. In the English Department of the university where I 
teach, since the students are English majors, they take EFL/ESL courses to boost their 
basic English skills first. The focus of the English education they receive has shifted 
from these courses to more specialized English courses from the third year. Therefore, 
the targeted students in this paper have just started taking English for Business 
Purposes （EBP）, which is a sub-category of English for Specific Purposes （ESP） 
course, for the first time. Mackay and Mountford （1978） explain that ESP is “generally 
used to refer to the teaching of English for a clearly utilitarian purpose” （p. 2）. This 
purpose usually falls into one of the following three categories: an occupational 
requirement, a vocational training program, academic or professional study （Mackay 
& Mountford, 1978, p. 2）. Robinson （1980） clarifies that the “utilitarian purpose” 
here means “successful performance in work”; thus, ESP has a clear purpose （p. 6）. 
She concludes that “an ESP course is purposeful and is aimed at the successful 
performance of occupational or educational roles” （p. 13）. Thus, ESP aims to provide 
English education with a clear target and direction.
In Japan, students generally start looking for a job a few months before they enter 
their fourth year of university; those in their third year are not yet really aware of what 
the working world is like, nor are they strongly motivated to increase their knowledge 
of working environments. Furthermore, these students do not yet have much 
knowledge of business-related vocabulary.
The teacher. The teacher （who is also the present researcher） has a background in 
language education. She also has extensive business experience. Since she is also 
coordinator of business English courses at the school in question, she decides which 
textbook to use for the course, plans courses for other teachers who teach the same 
course, and shares ideas for activities that can be conducted in class with the other 
teachers.
Needs Analysis
To discover the needs of my students, the following aspects were considered. 
Necessity: According to a simple survey taken during the first class session for this 
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course, the students intend to work in various industries, such as banking, hotels, 
airlines, manufacturing, and tourism. Since the fields differ from learner to learner, it is 
not possible to focus course content too narrowly; it is necessary instead to teach more 
general business English. Lacks: Based on my observations, vocabulary knowledge 
was particularly lacking among the students at the start of the course. Wants: According 
to the survey, the learners want to be able to communicate smoothly in the workplace, 
but the concept of smooth communication in a foreign language is still vague to them, 
and they are not sure exactly what their language needs will be when they start 
working.
The textbook used in this course is designed for both self-study and classroom use, 
and a script of audio material and all the answers to the questions are printed at the 
back of the book. In order to make the best use of the book, through my needs analysis 
and considering students＇ English skills and knowledge on business matters, I 
determined that the content of the units needed to be redesigned so that students would 
not simply use the answer key to fill in the correct answers without thinking seriously 
about the questions.
In light of these constraints, I sought by means of the course plan to achieve the 
following effects （enumerated based on Table 2.1, “Environment constraints and 
effects”, Nation and Macalister, 2010, pp. 16-17）:
・ To allow engagement in group work without moving chairs in order to cope with 
the large number of students. 
・ To engage in these activities only to a certain extent due to classroom space 
constraints.
・ To use translations to convey business-related vocabulary and phrases; as most 
students＇ future workplaces will conduct business mainly in Japanese, they should 
be able to understand this vocabulary in both languages.
・ To assign homework to supplement the material covered in class, which is 
insufficient due to the time constraints outlined above.
・ To choose the most relevant four units （in terms of content） of the six in the 
textbook, as a result of the limited time available.
・ To allow students to some degree to negotiate the focus of the course, which is 
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described as English for business purposes, especially for conducting and 
attending meetings.
Principles
Taking these constraints and effects into consideration, the following adaptations of 
the textbook are suggested. “Unit 5: Agreeing and Disagreeing” from Meetings is 
designed to take two days to complete, with a particular focus on the four strands: 
meaning-focused input （MFI）, language-focused learning （LFL）, meaning-focused 
output （MFO）, and fluency development （FD） （Nation & Macalister, 2010, p. 39）. 
The following structure has been designed with the goal of achieving an appropriate 
balance of these four strands in mind.
Day 1
Assignment in advance of Day 1 of the course:
Look for new vocabulary, read the whole unit, and complete the comprehension 
questions. （LFL）
Introductory part （For reference, see Transcript 5.1 on page 60 of Meetings）
 1.  Teacher-led oral and written introduction of new words generally used for 
agreeing and disagreeing （MFI）
 2. Content-related storytelling by the teacher （MFI）
 3. Listening to content （MFI）
 4. Confirming and retelling the heard content in pairs （MFI/MFO/FD）
Main part （Transcripts 5.2 & 5.3 on page 60 of Meetings）
 5. Listening to a dialogue （MFI）
 6. Confirming the content in pairs （MFO）
 7. Teacher-led checking of words （LFL）
 8.  Comprehension check in pairs （Questions 1, 4, and 5 on page 33 of Meetings） 
—one student reads questions while the other listens and answers them （MFI/
MFO/LFL）
 9. Shadowing （LFL/FD）
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10. Reading the dialogue （MFI/MFO）
11. Summarizing the content in pairs and then as a class （MFO/FD）
Day 2
Assignment: Read the two parts （passages of Transcripts 5.1, 5.2, & 5.3） and check 
the words and phrases （LFL）. Prepare for a mock meeting presentation, focusing on 
agreeing and disagreeing （MFI/MFO/FD）.
1. Vocabulary quiz （LFL）
2. Listening to a dialogue for review （Questions 5.2 &5.3） （LFL/MFI）
3. Group presentation: mock business meeting （MFI/LFL/MFO/FD）
　　3-1 Each group of four is given a meeting topic by the teacher.
　　3-2 The group creates all the dialogue for the meeting.
　　3-3 Each member decides on a role to play.
　　3-4 Students practice the presentation with their groups.
　　3-5  Groups make their presentations. （Other students write peer feedback, 
which will be given to the presenters.）
　　3-6 Q&A session follows each presentation.
　　3-7 Feedback is provided by the teacher.
　　3-8  Presentations are recorded; students watch the recording of their 
presentation later and give written self-feedback.
As this design illustrates, all four strands are well balanced, notably fluency 
development, which tends to be overlooked in a larger class like this one. Each strand 
brings benefits: while language-focused learning promotes accurate knowledge of 
vocabulary for business purposes, fluency development improves listening and 
speaking skills, meaning-focused input deepens the understanding of business settings 
and the phrases and expressions concerning the settings, and meaning-focused output 
ensures that students master usage of what they have learned. In this plan, pair work 
such as “confirming and retelling the heard content in pairs” or “summarizing the 
content in pairs and then as a class” is frequently employed. Working in pairs is 
intended not only to decrease the anxiety of speaking in front of the class but also to 
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increase opportunities available to the students to practice, which will lead to more 
frequency development. Further, at the end of Day 2, after their presentations, the 
students watch their own presentation and write down their reflections. In addition to 
the feedback given by the teacher, by watching their own presentations, the students 
are able to assess their own presentation individually.
Conclusion
This paper attempted to provide one example lesson plan applying Nation and 
Macalister＇s language curriculum design model to a real teaching situation. The outer 
circles in this model—environment, needs, and principles—are each carefully 
addressed in the plan. Of course, the approach presented in this paper is not the only 
design possible under the model. In future research, I would like to continue to explore 
curriculum possibilities and course plans based on various applications of this model as 
well as others suggested in the literature, with attention to their benefits and 
affordances.
Nagatomo （2012） expresses the concern that not all English instructors in Japanese 
universities have been properly trained to teach the English language, and that their 
lack of theoretical background and/or practical skills may influence some aspects of 
classroom teaching and student learning. Therefore, it is essential for curriculum 
designers to conceptualize both the macro level of teaching （overarching curriculum） 
as well as detailed teaching plans that address all key areas in a specific and explicit 
way. The importance of course plans and corresponding lesson plans should not be 
underestimated. This will enable teachers to conduct classes that meet the needs of 
students＇ learning and their future goals in an optimal way.
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